
Match To 
Find Your  
Solution
Mix and Match any of our products 
for the best combination to suit 
your needs.



The challenge is straightforward.  
Your environment demands heavy-use 
furniture that is built to withstand abuse,  
while creating a professional and clean, 
humanized environment.

Norix designed furniture is known worldwide 
for its blend of contemporary look and 
endurance. An elegant selection of furniture 
paired together can transform lobbies, 
waiting areas, activity rooms, dining areas, 
staff rooms and more.

Hundreds of upholstery options are 
available in different fabrics, grades and 
price points, allowing facilities to match the 
furniture to their space. Pair your seating 
with various tables and laminate options 
to create a virtually unlimited selection to 
complement the area.

Solid design is the foundation of Norix 
furniture. The blend of form and function 
create highly durable and aesthetically 
pleasing environments.

Norix furniture lines
work well together to
create highly compatible
arrangements to suit
any environment.



Affinity Seating
Affinity seating can rapidly adapt to changing 
environments without sacrificing an elegant 
and intimate appearance. Available with or 
without arms, and optional upholstered or 
wood back, the chair makes a great companion 
to the broad assortment of Norix tables. The 
stackable, versatile design lends itself well to 
lobbies, meeting spaces, and dining areas.

Multi-Purpose Tables
Multiple base colors and laminates make the Multi-Purpose Table 
from Norix a flexible solution for common areas. The decorative 
high-pressure laminate, embedded t-nuts and reinforced t-edge 
molding create an attractive commercial look without sacrificing 
durability. The Multi-Purpose table is ideal for a broad range of 
environments and accommodates many Norix seating options.

Laminate Base

Raven

Wild Cherry

Titanium Evolve

Montana Walnut

Asian Sun

Kensington Maple

Metallic Silver

WalnutMaple

Wood Back



Vesta Seating
The Vesta chair collection provides a unique blend  
of ultra-safe design with beautiful curved surfaces and 
colors. The rotationally-molded polyethylene is easy to 
sanitize and provides superior durability.

Vesta’s attractive residential appearance is an 
appropriate complement to any interior environment. 
Vesta is available in several colors and hundreds of 
upholstery options.  

Forté™ Café Tables
The Norix Forté Table Collection includes both a Café and 
Occasional table. The Forté Café Table has a molded cylindrical 
hour glass base that pairs nicely with Forte™ Guest Chairs. 
Available as a one piece polymer table or with optional decorative 
laminate top. Engineered and proven suitable for daily use in 
demanding environments.

The Forté Occasional Table is a free-standing occasional table 
that can be optionally gained with lounge seating for intermediate 
or corner tables. Choose one of three base options, wood, steel or 
molded polymer and pair with your choice of molded polymer or 
laminate top with permanently affixed urethane edge.



Forté™ Seating
With a variety of colors to choose from and an
upholstery option for seating, this series is made to 
humanize intensive-use environments. The Forte 
line includes a lounge chair and guest chair that 
come with or without arms. The modern design pairs 
well with Mix-Up Seating and Tables.

Seat

Wood Base

TeakMaple Walnut

Pine Cone

MojaveWild Berry MeadowCanyon

Graphite

River Rock Lagoon Sea Spray

Mix-Up Seating/Tables
Mix-Up is a versatile line composed of five different-shaped 
products to produce endless configurations. This diverse 
series is perfect for waiting rooms, lobbies or any area 
where playful, attractive and durable furniture is applicable.

Steel Base

Metallic Silver

Molded Plinth Base

Fossil Moss



Terra Seating
Terra is a versatile seating series with a wide 
assortment of offerings and options that 
allow facilities to create highly customized 
configurations from one product line. That means 
no more endless searching for furniture that 
meets your specific needs. Hundreds of upholstery 
options in different fabrics, grades and price 
points. Secure hardware contributes to safety, 
security and tamper-resistance of the product. No 
exposed staples where upholstery is applied.

Tabla Tables
Tabla is a line of attractive accessory tables great for complementing multiple Norix seating options.  
Standard versions are accessibly priced with broad application while premium editions add a rotationally 
molded base and laminate top with molded edge for superior durability in demanding environments.

PREMIUM 18” & 36” STANDARD 18” & 36”
Laminate

Wild Cherry

Montana Walnut

Asian Sun

Kensington Maple



RockSmart™ Seating
A contemporary rocking chair designed from the ground up for soothing 
comfort, exceptional durability and aesthetic appeal. Its signature one 
piece shape is sculpted from rotationally-molded polyethylene for a 
calming, safe and comfortable rock.

Wink Seating
Wink is an attractive and durable lounge chair sure to 
enliven your environment. Wink features a sturdy, one-
piece rotationally molded polyethylene frame with a lightly 
textured surface that allows for easy cleaning. Steel to 
steel connections, wipe out spaces, and impact and fluid 
resistance make Wink an attractive and dependable lounger 
for demanding environments.

B-Side Seating/Side Tables
B-Side is an ideal companion to any of the Norix roto 
seating products. B-Side is durable, safe, easy to clean 
and a natural table or stool. Options available to ballast  
and bolt-down.

Colors

Pine ConeMojaveWild Berry MeadowCanyon GraphiteRiver Rock Lagoon Sea Spray
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